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Everyone&#39;s favorite video-game hero, Mario, is back to save the day in this 16-month wall

calendar, featuring art and imagery from the world of Super Mario. Embark on an epic adventure

with the plumber-by-trade, hero-by-destiny as he navigates the world of 2015. Featuring

Mario&#39;s allies and foes, this calendar will appeal to nostalgic Mario fans and new gamers alike.
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I buy a calender every year and while I do have one in my phone I like to keep a wall calender up in

a place that I see it daily. I like how the colors are vibrant, the characters are lovable. The squares

are big enough for me to write things in and thats a huge plus. I like to notice writing on a specific

day and check to see what I had wrote to remind me of what needs to be done. Its just a fun good

calendar that fits my needs.

Overall a good calendar for kids that are into Super Mario characters. The size is pretty good and

the pictures as you would expect, are cute. Main reason for giving it only 4 stars is the pricing, which

I think is too expensive for something that is essentially printed paper...

Very cute calendar!! It has a full page dedicated to the remaining months of 2014 and the rest of the

pages are individual months starting in January 2015. The images are in CG format. It is also a nice

size, great for hanging on the wall. The top pictures can be framed or collected once the calendar is

expired. :)



Great calendar. The pictures are really colorful and vivid. I like how the pictures of the characters

are nice and big. A must have for any gamer or nintendo enthusiasts. I got this for my boyfriend and

he loves it.

I purchased this as a gift for my son for Christmas. I'm so excited to give it to him. He LOVES Super

Mario. I liked that it was packaged with thick piece of cardboard between the pages to keep it nice.

My son is big on looking at calendars to know who in the family has upcoming birthdays so this is

perfect for him. I think any kid who likes Mario will like to have him displayed all year.

My 5 year old son loved it and the colors are so vibrant! It's really big and I can't wait to be done

with it to frame the pictures for my son's room! Highly recommend!

This calendar was a gift for my son. He love's it I get him one every Christmas. These are very cute

colorful pictures. I will continue to get these yearly. Thank you!

I get sick of cat and dog calendars. I wanted a Mario calendar with luigi pictures. what I got was lots

of luigi pictures and luigis on my birthday too. very pleased
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